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Delete all messages on messenger android
Can i delete all messenger messages at once. How to delete all messenger messages at once on android. How to delete all messages on facebook messenger on android.
You can delete the conversation in two ways from the Facebook Messenger – one with storage and others by deleting. With both methods, you can delete the entire conversation from the Facebook Messenger. First method: archiving the storage is a great way to save old messages as they are safe on your Facebook profile and will not be deleted even
when you change your device. Here’s how you can archive the conversation. 1. Open your Facebook Messenger and with recent conversations, go to the conversation you want to delete it from your history. 2. Now run a long tap on it until a pop-up appears. This gives you various options to archive, mark it as spam, delete, mute notifications, click
chat, create shortcut and mark it as unread. Simply select an archive. In storage the text message will be removed from the Facebook Messenger, but it will be saved on the Facebook profile. From the Facebook website, you can always archive it from the archive list. Second method: Delete by deleting, the conversation will be completely deleted from
Facebook itself. You may not be able to access this message. Even if you want it will require third party recovery software to recover it, but there is no one hundred percent guarantee that you will recover it. Here are the steps you can follow. Step 1. Open your Facebook Messenger app. Go to the recent conversation list and find the conversation you
want to delete. Step 2. Now just make a long tap on the conversation you want to delete. A pop-up appears with various options. Simply select the Delete option. By deleting, it will be permanently deleted from your Facebook account. You may not be able to view the same conversation again. Manage your message is much easier on Facebook
Messenger as the action options are right in front of you and just one tap. However, you cannot muddle up the message you sent, but you can delete the message at least from your Facebook Messenger. Before deleting any conversation, make sure you don’t delete a message that may consist of vital information or old memories. Android Messages
Version 4.7 Rolled this morning and the new update adds the ability to wait to delete multiple messages in a conversation thread. It’s a great convenient addition, and it’s also odd that there’s been this long for Android posts to get a functionality that seems pretty common elsewhere. For those unsuspecting messages, Android is the default messaging
app on many Android phones, although some OEMs include their own proprietary service (like Samsung messaging on Galaxy devices). For those with Android messages already installed, the new version should download and install automatically when it’s available to you, but you can also download the latest version of the app from the Google Play
Store.Son you have the Messages app installed and updated, the batch deletion is a cinch: Open the Messages app. Select a chat thread.long-Press a message to highlight it. highlight it. Messages you want to remove. Tap The trash basket icon from the menu bar at the top of the app screen to delete messages. It's a simple process, but it's nice to see
that this function has finally been added. In fact, Google has strengthened messages in the last year with many new features, including support for RCS, which is slowly overthrowing SMS as a new standard of text technology. Have you ever tried to delete multiple Facebook messages from your PC or your iPhone/Android device? Well, it takes some
time especially if someone who is very active in using Facebook Messenger. Because there is no integrated option available at the moment to delete multiple conversations at once. Thanks to some third-party tools, you can now instantly delete all Facebook messages or some selected conversations. See how to do it. Contherthow to delete Facebook
messages on PC (default) If you need to delete the Facebook message, you do not need to use the Messenger app on your phone. You can do it from your browser by registering on your Facebook account. Delete Single Message on FacebookYou Can Delete any specific message on Facebook chat with your computer browser. Follow the steps below to
delete a single message from your conversation.log in to your Facebook account from Chrome or any other browser.Click Messenger from the list of options located on Left.under chat, select the contact for which you need to delete the messages. Hera, a pop-up window entitled Remove for you will appear on the screen with two options: Cancel,
remove. Go ahead and click the Remove button. You need to remember that the message will be deleted only for you and other members can still view this chat. The only drawback of this method is that it does not allow you to select and delete multiple messages. If you want to do so, the only available option is to delete the entire conversation as
explained below. The entire Facebook Messengerit chat history takes a long time to delete messages one by one. Since you cannot select multiple messages, to delete the entire Facebook conversation. Look how to do it. It is assumed that you have already logged in to your Facebook.under chat account, move the cursor to the chat that must be
deleted. Click the three-dot menu icon and then click Delete from the list of options displayed on the screen. Here, you will see a confirmed window titled Delete conversation with three options: click Delete. In case you want to move the conversation to archives, you can click Archive.dy Repeat of previous steps, you can more than all your
conversations that are not necessary.It's a type of too manual. If you want to clean up Facebook chat messages, we need to use some apps and extensions. We see some easier solutions to cancel the message with apps and third-party extensions. High: How to use two Facebook accounts upon Delete All Facebook Messages on PC Using the Chrome
ExtensionIn the above method, you can’t select multiple conversations or delete all posts from your Facebook profile. Fortunately, there are plenty of Chrome extensions to help you do that. Let’s see how to delete multiple conversions using the Chrome extension titled Delete All Posts for Facebook.Start Chrome on your PC.Download and install
Delete all posts for the Facebook extension.Log in to your Facebook account.Start the extension from your browser.Here, you’ll see a small pop-up below the extension icon with two options:Delete all posts: to get rid of all your Facebook posts completely with one click (you won’t be able to retrieve them later) Choose & Delete: to select posts and
delete them.In Chat, you’ll see a check box next to each contact. Just select all the conversions you want to delete and click the green Delete Selected Messages button.Make sure to recheck the selection before clicking this button, as it will not ask for confirmation.Although this extension allows you to delete more conversations faster than the default
method, it does not allow you to select more messages within a conversation.Related: Facebook Secret Conversa How to delete messages on Facebook Messenger (iPhone) Nowadays, most of us prefer to use Facebook/Messenger on our smartphones. Really? Above all, if you are a person who uses Facebook Messenger every day to chat with your
friends/family, then you definitely need to delete messages regularly to free up some space on your iPhone/Android smartphone.Like its web version, Facebook/Messenger does not have the ability to delete multiple messages at the same time. So, you need to spend some time in order to eliminate them. Let’s see how to do itTo delete a single
messageFollow the steps below to delete messages one by one on your iPhone.On your iPhone, launch the Messenger app from the home screen.In chat, tap the contact you need to delete the message for.Tap and hold the message until you see three options at the bottom.Tap Remove.H a confirmation pop-up will appear on the screen with two
options: Remove, Cancel. Go ahead and tap Remove.Now, the message has been successfully removed from the device. However, it will be available to other people in the chat.To delete the entire chatIf you want to delete the entire conversation for a particular contact, follow the steps below.Start Messenger.Locate the conversation you want to
delete and scroll from left to right.Here you will see the icons: Three horizontal lines, Notification, Delete. Tap Eliminate.Tap Delete Chat.Now, the entire conversation with that contact has been removed from the iPhone. How to delete messages from Facebook Messenger (Android) Do you want to delete Facebook messages from your Android
smartphone? Even if a lot of applications have they have Navigation options for iPhone and Android, the Facebook messenger is an exception to this, as the navigation options are exactly the same for both devices. So? Just follow the steps mentioned in the previous section to delete Facebook messages on your Android device. Related: How to Create
3D Photos on Facebook Using iPhoneThird-Party Apps to Permanently Delete Facebook Messages If you are planning to sell your old iPhone/Android or trade it for a new one, then it is better to use a third party tool to erase data from your iOS/Android device so that it is impossible to recover any kind of sensitive information. Dr.fone Delete (for iOS)
This software allows you to permanently delete messages, contacts, photos and all other personal documents from your iOS device. It is claimed that it is impossible even professional hackers to recover any data after using this tool. Just download Dr.fone-Erase (iOS) software on your Windows computer, connect your iPhone and follow the
instructions to get rid of all the data. Download Dr.fone Delete: WindowsSafeWiper (for Android) SafeWiper has dedicated apps for both Android and iOS to permanently delete Facebook messages and other personal content from your device. The Android version offers three types of cabling algorithms (High Level, Medium, Low) so users can select
the correct one according to their needs. It is available for Windows/Mac and also has a free trial. Download | Windows | MacWhat’s missing? It will be really helpful if Facebook provides an option to select multiple posts in a conversation or select multiple chats and delete them at once. Until then, we need to depend on Chrome extensions to do that
job.
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